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If one is interested in card games and looking to a buy a new one then he should definitely try out
this world wide popular trading card game known as Magic The Gathering. Card games are
generally popular among the people because of the number of brain skills that are required to play
these games ranging from strategy to reasoning. By playing the card games one can definitely
increase his aptitude by using arithmetic and reading skills while playing the card games. So the
card games are really very enjoyable and along with that also very useful and Magic The Gathering
is one such game that requires use of skills and luck both. This is the major reason for the immense
popularity of this card game and to make use it, video games have also been developed on it. The
games have been launched in Play station 3 and as expected have captured the attention of all the
gamers.

The storyline and magical powers

The basic thing that is responsible for the game being a worldwide hit is the storyline of the game
which is really very interesting. Magic and wizards are the two most mysterious but yet very popular
things. The cards in this game are basically magic cards having different powers and affecting the
players in various ways. So by playing a simple trading card game people are drawn in an imaginary
world with magicians, magic, dungeons and all type of fantastic things that one dreams of. Harry
Potter, the record breaking novel is popular in the whole world just because of the involvement of
magic and eccentric creatures with strange stories.  So is with this card game Magic The Gathering.
There are different types of cards and each has his own feature. There are different types of spells
that players can perform. These are generally cast to beat other opponents and cause damage. The
magical war continues and the one who loses all his life first will lose the game. The magic are of
different types and there are five basic colors that decide the nature of magic. These are white,
black, blue, Red and Green. A white magic is generally the good magic and all cards belonging to
this category have good magic generally for healing or preventing damage. Similarly all the magical
colors will have different nature and powers and would affect the game in different way.

Video Games based on the original card game

There are many different types of video games that have been developed on the famous card game
Magic The Gathering. The versions are different for different game portals and have been translated
into game in various ways. Some games have tried to include all the rules and regulations of the
real card game while the others have just used the name and developed a different game
altogether. The video game version of the card game was first launched in 1997 by Micro prose with
the same name and by acclaim with the name Magic The Gathering: Battle mage in the same year
and received successes.
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happy and surprised. Many of us like something like that to do with the cards.
Regards
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